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Abstract
Recent advances in image inpainting have shown exciting promise with learningbased methods. Though they are effective in capturing features with some prior techniques, most of them fail to reconstruct reasonable base and detail information, so that
the inpainted regions appear blurry, over-smoothed, and weird. Therefore, we propose a
new "Divider and Conquer" model called Base-Detail Image Inpainting, which combines
the reconstructed base and detail layers to generate the final subjective perception images.
The base layer with low-frequency information can grasp the basic distribution while the
detail layer with high-frequency information assists with the details. The joint generator
overall would benefit from these two as guided anchors. In addition, we evaluate our two
models over three publicly available datasets, and our experiments demonstrate that our
method outperforms current state-of-the-art techniques quantitatively and qualitatively.
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Introduction

Image inpainting(a.k.a. image completion or image hole-filling), involves filling in the corrupted areas of images. Since humans have an uncanny ability to zero in on visual inconsistencies, the filling-in must be perceptually plausible. Thus, how do humans plausibly fill the
hole in the image? First, we should know there are four typical cases: (1) Single texture. (2)
Multiple textures. (3) Single or Multiple textures. (4) Content with strong semantics. Many
satisfactory fillings [1, 2, 4, 8] exist in case (1) and (2). Recently, many approaches [9, 19, 25]
try to find good solutions for case (3) and (4), but the filling-in is very contrived in case (4)
and thus remains challenging.
Broadly speaking, traditional approaches can be divided into two groups: diffusion-based
methods [2, 4] which propagate background data into the missing region by adopting a diffusive process typically modeled using different operators, and patch-based methods [1, 8],
which fill corrupted regions with patches from a collection of source images (search space)
that maximize patch similarity. While they do a better job for cases (1) and (2), they fail to
reconstruct complex details and also need post-processing to blend the image.
c 2019. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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(a) Corrupted input images

(b) Coarse base layer

(c) Coarse detail layer

(d) Final result

Figure 1: An example of the proposed method.

With the development of deep learning and wide-spread GAN [6], a series of learningbased methods rushed in [9, 14, 19, 24, 25] have successively found remarkable results for
complex scenes. These methods can generate corrupted regions with meaningful structures,
but struggle to generate high-frequency details accurately.
This paper is motivated by the observation that many existing techniques generate blurry
and weird filling-ins without base and detail information. At the same time, the "Divide and
Conquer" model in algorithms gives us a big gift for solutions. The original retinex-based
methods [13] successfully use this idea for image enhancement. From this point of view, in
image inpainting, we could decompose the corrupted images into base and detail layers and
reproduce them separately, and after that, combine them to obtain the desired result. Then,
the joint base-detail generator can balance in a more definite direction fed with the coarse
reconstructed base and detail layer information. Meanwhile, the network feels relaxed by
targeting at the smaller divided parts which is easy to converge.
In the proposed architecture shown in Fig.2, the base reconstructor is solely focused on
describing the basic distribution, while the detail reconstructor mainly reproduces the local
details. They are then jointly sent to the base-detail generator as good guides to get the final perceptually plausible results as Fig.1(d). In the meantime, two models both with and
without switchable normalization (SW) [16] are introduced in the base-detail generator. Two
different scaled patch-based GANs [10] are also used to predict real vs. fake for overlapping
image patches with two different sizes. Finally, we evaluate our proposed model on standard datasets Celeba [15], Places2 [26], and Paris [3], and experiments demonstrate that our
results are subjectively and objectively competitive against several current state-of-the-art
schemes. Our contributions can be summarized in three:
• We design a base-detail backbone architecture, which contains the base reconstructor,
the detail reconstructor, and the base-detail generator.
• The base reconstructor reproduces the base layer reflecting the basic distribution of
images with low-frequency, while the detail reconstructor captures more detail and
light intensity of images with high-frequency.
• The joint base-detail generator combines of base and detail reconstructors and fulfill
the good potential of combining multiple losses to measure comprehensively. The introduced two models both with and without SW perform well. The final experimental
results competitive compared with other state-of-the-art approaches.
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Related Work
Image Inpainting

Traditional works can be mainly divided into two categories: diffusion-based and patchbased methods with low-level features. Diffusion-based methods [2, 4] propagate neighboring information. into the missing holes, which are limited to the local recovery of holes.
Patch-based methods [1, 8] emphasize picking out the most similar patches between the
source and target images(which usually are the same) to reconstruct and blend the holes.
Consequently, these methods excel at recovering highly-patterned stationary textures but
struggle at reconstructing non-stationary and locally-unique data. Meanwhile, most of them
need an image blending technique as post-processing.
Recently, learning-based approaches with GAN have emerged as a promising paradigm
for image inpainting. Initially, Context Encoders [19] uses an encoder-decoder architecture to fill-in holes. However, itsoutput contains visual artifacts due to the bottleneck in
the channel-wise fully connected layer. Based on the Context Encoders, a series of related
works [9, 24], [24] improved the architecture for high resolution images by using textures to
boost the missing areas. [9] adds global and local discriminators to enhance the performance.
These methods are limited to fixed center masks without analysis of irregular holes.
More recently, [14] introduced "partial convolution" (PConv) with irregular holes, where
convolution weights are normalized by the mask area of the window. Context Attention
(CA) [25] proposes a coarse-to-fine model with a context attention layer based on [9]. The
following-up refinement network can refine the raw predictions, but cannot resolve all the
artifacts. Edge-Connect (Edge) [18] learns to hallucinate edges in the missing regions to
improve the output results for some highly structured scenes. Yet, the distribution of edges
cannot keep pace with the target images, or to say, the only edge extractor ignores the basic
information making it difficult to generate reliable textures(e.g. Fig.3). We are motivated
to use some simple decomposed layers to generate reasonable sparse information as priors
for image inpainting. To better handle the unstable distribution problem, we propose a basedetail network architecture with two reconstructors to repair base and detail information,
respectively. The base reconstructor generates the base layer holding the global distribution
of images while the detail reconstructor generates the detail layer providing details in graylevel.

3

Base-Detail Architecture

In this section, we present the details of our network, which consists of two reconstructors and one generator as shown in Fig.2(a). The base reconstructor concentrates on the
coarse-level recovering of global information. while the detail reconstructor aims at finelevel inpainting of local details. The discriminator is presented in Fig.2(b) with two different
patch-based GANs [10].
Let Gb and Db be the generator and discriminator, respectively, for the base reconstructor, and similarly, Gd and Dd for detail reconstructor and Gbd and Dbd for the base-detail
generator.
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(a) Overview of our base-detail architecture

(b) The discriminator

Figure 2: The proposed base-detail image inpainting architecture (Best viewed in color)

3.1

Base Reconstructor

The base layer can be seen as the backbone of an image. Visually, it can be regarded as
a colorful draft in the drawing. Thus, we employ a well-behaved smoothing filter [23] to
represent the ground-truth (GT) of the base layer labeled as Ib . Assuming GT, the corrupted
input, the corrupted base layer, and the mask of the images are represented as Igt , Ic , Icb
and M, respectively. Ic = Igt ◦ (1 − M), ◦ denotes the element-wise product. m = 1, m ∈ M
represents the missing regions, and vice versa. Then the base reconstructor can be written as
B = Gb (Ic , Icb , M),

(1)

b is the predicted base layer images, and Icb = Ib ◦ (1 − M). Meanwhile, the reconwhere B
struction loss is Lb`1 = kB − Ib k1 , which represents the similarity between B and its GT Ib .
Here, the adversarial loss of base reconstructor applying [6], which is a good option to mimic
the distribution of the target reconstructor, can be shown as
Lbadv = EIc ∼Pc [log(1 − Db (Gb (Ic , Icb , M)))] + EIgt ∼Pgt [log(Db (Igt ))],

(2)

Finally, we train the generator Gb and the discriminator Db by the below equation via optimizing the weighted-sum of the aforementioned losses together.
b
min max Lb (Gb , Db ) = λ`b1 Lb`1 + λadv
Lbadv ,
Gb

Db

(3)

where λ s are weighted parameters. We pick a two-scale PatchGAN [10] to predict images
in a pyramid-level architecture which permits photo-realistic synthesis. This spatial patch
option can be understood as a form of base structure loss by replacing point-wise feature
statistics. Meanwhile, we apply spectral normalization (SN) [17] to all generators and discriminators in our experiments since SN effectively restricts the Lipschitz constant of the
network to one as well as suppresses the sudden fluctuation of parameters.

3.2

Detail Reconstructor

The detail layer can be seen as the refinement of the base layer. Suppose GT of gray-level,
the corrupted gray-level input, the corrupted detail layer, of the images are represented as
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bIgt , bIc , Icd , respectively, and bIc = bIgt ◦ (1 − M). The detail reconstructor can be summarized
as
D = Gd (bIc , Icd , M),
(4)
where D is the predicted detail layer images. Icd = Id ◦ (1 − M). The Id is calculated by
bIgt + ε
Igt + ε b
, Id ≈
.
(5)
bIb + ε
Ib + ε
Since the obtained detail layer Id is a 3-channel-image with similar details in each channel,
we use an approximation to calculate bId from the gray-level base layer denoted as bIb . The
gray-level base layer is calculated by the standard transformation bIb = 0.299 ∗ R + 0.587G +
0.114B, where R, G, B are 3 channels in Ib and Ld`1 = kD − Id k1 . To stably train the process,
the feature matching loss referenced from [22] is adopted as
Id =

i=1

Ldf m = E[ ∑
L

1
kDi (bIgt ) − Did (bId )k1 ]
Ni d

(6)

where L represents the final convolution layer of the discriminator, and Ni is the number of ingredients in the ith layer of the discriminator. The feature-matching loss forces the generator
to produce outputs with representations that are similar to real ones by comparing the activation maps in the intermediate layers of the discriminator. Then, the adversarial loss of detail reconstructor can be similar expressed as Ldadv = EbIc ∼Pc [log(1 − Dd (Gd (bIc , Icd , M)))] +
Eb
[log(Dd (bIgt ))]. Then, the optimization process can be clearly summarized as
Igt ∼Pgt

d
min max Ld (Gd , Dd ) = λ`d1 Ld`1 + λ fdm Ldf m + λadv
Ldadv
Dd

Gd

(7)

Unlike fluctuated edge information used in [18], our detail layer calculated from the base,
serving as a good aid to support the better perceptually plausible outputs.

3.3

Base-detail Generation

The base-detail generator is
J = G(Ic , Jbd , M),

(8)

where J is the final generated image and Jbd represents the combination of B and D. The
reconstructor loss is Lbd
`1 = kJ − Igt k1 . In particular, we select two losses called perceptual
loss L perc and style loss Lsty recommended in [5, 11]. Both losses keep up with the meaningful image properties and provides more freedom to the regressor in generating jobs. The
perceptual and style losses are commonly derived respectively as
L perc = E[∑
i

1
φ
φ
kφi (Igt ) − φi (J)k1 ], Lsty = E j [kG j (J) − G j (Igt )k1 ],
Ni

(9)

where φi is the activation map of ith layer in VGG-19 [20], and 4 layers from relu1-1 to relu4φ
1 are used in test. Additionally, G j is a J j × J j Gram matrix constructed from φ j , and style
loss judges the main difference between covariances. Analogously, the adversarial loss of
base-detail generator Dbd can be expressed as Ladv = EbIc ∼Pc [log(1−Dbd (Gbd (Ic , Jbd , M)))]+
EIgt ∼Pgt [log(Dbd (Igt )]. Finally, the overall loss function can be concluded as
bd
bd
bd
min max L(Gbd , Dbd ) = λ`bd
L`1 + λadv
Ladv + λ perc
L perc + λsty
Lsty .
1
Gbd Dbd

(10)
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4

Experiments

4.1

Implementation Details

In this section, we conduct intensive evaluations in three public datasets, namely Celeba [15],
Places2 [26], and Paris [3]. Places2 is the most challenging one with more than 10 million
images divided into about 400 different scene categories. For each dataset, we use the same
settings for comparable state-of-art methods, namely, Contextual Attention (CA) [25]1 , Partial Convolution (PConv) [14], and Edge-Connect(Edge) [18]2 .
With regard to the inputs of the base reconstructor, we extract the GT of the base layer
Ib from [23] with default parameters. Then, three combined elements Ic , Ibc , M are sent to
the base reconstructor. Referring to the detail reconstructor, the detail layer is first obtained
by Eq.5 as an approximation. Second, the base reconstructor is fed with bIc , Idc , M. Once
obtaining the results of base and detail layer, the base-detail generator begins to work with
associated inputs. The visualization of inputs is shown in Fig.2(a).
During the training process, the base and detail layer reconstructor Gb and Gd are trained
parallel and independently with inputs until convergence. The inputs are resized to 256×256
and the batch size is 4. Both regular(one box with random position) with hole size 128 × 128
at random positions and irregular masks [14] are used. The parameters of λ`1 , λadv , λ perc
and λsty are 4, 1, 0.1, 250, respectively. The Adam [12] is selected with λ1 = 0.5, λ2 = 0.9
and learningrate = 10−4 that is lowered every 100,000 iterations.
Our full model is implemented on pyTorch v1.0, CUDNN v7.0, CUDA v9.0, and run on
NVIDIA(R) GPU GTX 1080 Ti. More details can be found in our supplementary materials.

4.2

Comparisons

In the setup above, we quantitatively and qualitatively check out all the methods.
Quantitative comparisons In image inpainting, measuring results is tough since there
is a lack of standard metrics. In order to compare the results all-round, two types of metrics
are assessed referring to image quality methods: (1) Distortion, and (2) Perceptual quality
metrics. Type (1) involves structural similarity index (SSIM) and Peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) assuming that the target and the source images are the same. PSNR is a bottomup method in pixel-level of which values are higher the better, while SSIM is a top-down
method considering the local information based on the perceptual consistency in a human
visualization system (HVS) model. Thus, these two are commonly used together to estimate
the image quality. Nevertheless, they ignore global distribution awareness to hold the overall
perspective. Then, Type (2) helps with perceptual awareness by using the high-level Fréchet
Inception Distance (FID) [7] score. Usually, we take the pre-trained inception-V3 model to
calculate the score.
The compared results over Places2 are shown in Tab.1. We test the results on available
given models of the compared methods CA, Edge, and PConv. Our work without SW has
the best performance in Places2, which means the G and D compete well with each other.
Qualitative comparisons Some typical images are exhibited in Fig.3. Our generated
images are much more accord with subjective visual perception, while others are not that
satisfactory. Note that the larger the missing area, the better our performance is compared
with other methods. CA is unstable since it cannot grasp the essential sketch of the image.
1 https://github.com/JiahuiYu/generative_inpainting
2 https://github.com/knazeri/edge-connect
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Figure 3: Comparison of qualitative results with state-of-art methods. (From top to bottom) GT images, corrupted
input images with the mask area increasing from left to right, CA [25], Edge [18], ours.

Table 1: The performance compared with state-of-art methods on Places2 with irregular (e.g. 10-20% means that
the area of masks is up to 10-20% of the whole images) and regular (fixed) masks.
Method
Mask %
CA
PConv
Edge
Ours

L1 %
PSNR
SSIM
FID
10-2020-3030-4040-50fixed 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 fixed 10-2020-3030-4040-50 fixed 10-2020-3030-4040-50fixed
2.05 3.52 5.07 6.62 3.69 24.22 21.01 18.99 17.61 20.460.893 0.805 0.717 0.6270.773 6.55 13.59 23.25 34.70 7.81
1.14 1.97 3.01 4.11 - 28.01524.89522.45020.860 - 0.869 0.778 0.685 0.589 1.31 2.26 3.25 4.39 - 27.32 24.31 22.33 20.70 - 0.942 0.890 0.830 0.757 - 3.47 5.49 9.04 14.33 1.02 1.76 2.59 3.55 3.06 29.71 26.34 24.03 22.21 21.850.964 0.927 0.880 0.8210.801 2.80 3.74 5.50 8.97 7.74

Edge seems puzzled and sinks into wrong directions, e.g the wrong position of eyes in Fig.3
row 4. Obviously, our method effectively operates on different image scenes and get wellgenerated images. More comparisons can be found in our supplementary materials.

4.3

Ablation Studies

In this section, we present two kinds of additional experiments to enrich our demonstration. First, we evaluate the efficiency of both single and combined reconstructors. Then, we
present the influences of the two proposed models both with and without SW.
Base-only and Detail-only Ablation For further illustrating, we verify the generated
images based on base-only and detail-only reconstructors separately with the base-detail
generator. From the numerical values in the Tab.2, we can conclude that the joint of the
base and detail reconstructors perform better than just one of them. The base-only or the
detail-only could sometimes produce good results, is mainly because the inputs Ic in basedetail generator leave some latent messages to boost, but both of them are unstable seen
from FID score. From this point of view, there is a great deal of effort behind slight progress.
As the base layer grasp the greater proportion of the global view and with the help of the
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Figure 4: (From left to right) GT images, corrupted images(Mask area is increasing top-down), base-only
outputs, detail-only outputs, w/o SW outputs, w/ SW outputs of our methods. Best compared with red circle
regions.
Table 2: Ablation studies on Celeba with irregular (e.g. 10-20% means the area of masks is up to 10-20% of the
whole images) and regular (fixed) masks.
Method
Mask %
only base
only detail
w/o sw
w/ sw

L1 %
PSNR
SSIM
FID
10-2020-3030-4040-50fixed10-2020-3030-4040-50 fixed 10-2020-3030-4040-50 fixed 10-2020-3030-4040-50fixed
0.72 1.2 1.77 2.48 2.47 33.20 29.72 27.12 24.9623.410.981 0.962 0.936 0.9010.870 0.98 1.43 2.20 3.43 4.20
0.74 1.25 1.84 2.57 2.43 33.88 29.41 26.84 24.7023.710.958 0.961 0.934 0.8970.872 0.99 1.45 2.25 3.55 3.09
0.69 1.14 1.69 2.36 2.04 33.73 30.25 27.61 25.4324.970.982 0.964 0.939 0.9050.901 0.94 1.31 1.83 2.62 1.82
0.61 1.05 1.59 2.26 2.49 34.34 30.54 27.75 25.5024.680.985 0.969 0.945 0.9120.833 0.86 1.16 1.63 2.40 1.88

detail layer, the joint generator can polish images in a smaller search space which leads to a
clear direction without hesitation. Visible results in Fig.4(3 − 5th columns) also display the
performance, better viewed by overlapping exchange. The inpainted images with base-only
reveal the basic skeleton of an image with smoothing and blurry performance, while detailonly brings local sharp details without holding the global distribution of images. The joint
performs better than either of them.
With and Without SW Here, we test two cases: (1)without SW, the basic method proposed in this paper with Instance normalization (IN) [21]; (2)with SW, replacing IN with
SW in all layers of the base-detail generator. IN can keep the independence between each
image instances, which increases the performance of generating image instances. Referring
to the base-detail generator, using IN alone may not be enough. Then we select the latest
method switchable normalization (SW) to assess. Different from IN, SW is a normalization
technique that is able to learn different normalization operations for different normalization
layers in a deep neural network, which is self-adaptive and generalized, that is to say, SW
picks the reliable normalization for each layer in convolution blocks. Some results are presented in Tab.2. Notably, with SW gives a slight improvement in performance. In a sense,
SW plays an important role in generating images in a global view with normal-friendly used
in each layer. Visible results in Fig.4(5 − 6th columns) also show the performance. Also,
note that different normalization makes a slight difference in style and perception.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we put forward a new "Divider and Conquer" adversarial model called BaseDetail Image Inpainting, which consists of a reconstructed base and detail layer to generate
the final perceptually plausible results. The base reconstructor is designed to grasp the basic distribution of structure and color, while the detail reconstructor gives more local details
reflecting the intensity. Meanwhile, we illustrate the base and the detail reconstructors are
existing side by side and playing a part together. For different purposes, the different losses
are used in each generator. Furthermore, SW is proven to produce better results in some
cases compared with IN. Lastly, the results quantitatively and qualitatively verify the effectiveness of our method compared with current state-of-the-art techniques. In future work, we
will do further explorations from the three aspects: (1) More reliable subjective and objective
measurements, especially the subjective ones, because everyone may have a different subjective perspective. (2) The big hole (the area of hole >50% of the images) image inpainting
with effective methods. The big hole gives us much more imagination with little constraints,
thus, how to obtain useful constraints from an image becomes challenging. (3) Transform
the proposed method to other inpainting tasks, e.g. video inpainting, point-cloud inpainting.
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